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5-Star Payments: Always 
Delivering

“HotelTime are delighted to partner with Total 
Processing as our latest integration. Everything we 
do at HotelTime is geared towards offering our 
clients (current and future) the best possible 
solutions to enable them to optimise both their 
day to day operations and strategic planning. We 
also recognize the need to ‘future-proof’ in a fast-
changing industry whilst remaining on top of the 
stringent legislation which surrounds payments.  
Therefore, having a flexible, multi-functional, cost 
effective PSP such as Total Processing integrated 
with HotelTime is a huge benefit to our clients; and 
one which we are very delighted to offer.” 
- Jan Hejny CEO



We’re leading the payments market with data-
rich, intuitive technology and decades of 
expertise behind us. It is this expertise that has 
afforded us a history of networking relationships 
with 300 acquiring connections across the globe 
to ensure Merchants get the best, most 
competitive rates and service wherever they are.

        Acquiring Freedom

Merchant Services
A network built without compromises. Total Processing has built a global infrastructure to 

ensure Business longevity.



•PSD2 has been a long-standing set of compliance 
parameters targeted and improving online transaction 
security across Europe.

•SCA is of the latest measures implemented as part of 
PSD2’s compliance standards to enhance customer 
authentication online. 

•There is known controversy over the ambiguity and 
difficulty to comply within varying industries.

•Total Processing already allows Merchants to process 
with a fully compliant 3D Secure 2 enabled payment 
gateway. 

•This is atop of additional security and risk measures to 
protect both Merchants and customers from fraudulent 
transactions.

PSD2 SCA:

Unparalleled security with innovative insights across 
Europe and the Globe.



70%
of all card fraud is from 
card-not-present transactions

CAUSES

• Friendly Fraud
•Merchant Error
•Criminal Activity

USER FRIENDLY

•Chargeback preventative alternative payment methods
•Client guidance throughout
•On-going risk management

Chargebacks: be more than optimal with 
prevention solutions



 Payment Gateway



Total Control: All-in-One 
Solutions

RECURRING PAYMENTS



Automation: Spend time 
where it matters most

A customer study conducted by HotelTime, revealed that 20-30% of full-time 
employee hours were spent manually inputting payments into PMS systems.  






